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Description
Established in Greenwood, South Carolina in 1988, FUJIFILM Manufacturing U.S.A., Inc., is a wholly
owned subsidiary of FUJIFILM Corporation.
Fujifilm South Carolina is the company's North American Manufacturing and Research and
Development Headquarters. The 500 acre complex boasts four state-of-the-art manufacturing
facilities for the production of QuickSnap recyclable cameras, color photographic paper, and digital
printing plates for the Graphic Arts industry. Fujifilm South Carolina is also home of the Greenwood
Research Laboratories and Fujifilm's largest distribution center in the world. Fujifilm South Carolina
currently employs over 900 Associates, and has more than 2.5 million square feet of
manufacturing space (more than 40 football fields) under roof. The total investment in the
Greenwood, South Carolina, complex far exceeds $1.5 billion.
Fujifilm South Carolina is one of the company's global manufacturing hubs, and it plays a key role
in the company's strategic vision, serving customers throughout the United States, Canada, and
over 40 other countries worldwide. Fujifilm South Carolina upholds the company's proud tradition
of superior quality in both our products and our customer service. All of our facilities are received
ISO-9000 registration in recognition of our superior quality systems.
FUJIFILM Manufacturing U.S.A., Inc., is a committed corporate citizen in South Carolina and in
Greenwood. Our company and our Associates are involved in many award winning civic and
charitable activities to enhance the quality of life in our community and state.
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Diversity.com is the most trusted and affordable resource for any organization in search of diverse
professionals, managers and executives. Founded in September 2000, Diversity.com is a privately
held, 100% African American family owned small business with headquarters in Atlanta, GA. We
market our recruitment services nationwide to all types of industries, organizations and
communities with particular emphasis on attracting talented science, technology, education and
medical savvy men and women.
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